Come, let’s fight this pandemic together

Sincere Request To The Public

- Do not panic or spread rumours about Coronavirus. Don’t be misled by misinformation or FAKE NEWS.
- Cooperate with the officials of Health Department, Police, Railway and Civil Aviation and follow the prescribed restrictions.
- Industrialists should follow health & hygiene advisories for all employees at the workplace.
- Private hospitals, nursing homes and clinics are requested not to turn down patients who come for treatment. If they need to undergo tests then refer them to government hospitals.
- Please self-regulate your movements at Mandirs, Masjids, Gurudwaras, Churches and other religious places, and avoid large gatherings.
- Government of West Bengal has allotted a fund of Rs. 200 crores to prevent and contain COVID 19.
- Keeping the security and welfare of the citizens in mind, Government of West Bengal has made arrangements of an insurance of Rs. 5 lakh per person for all the 10 lakh health officials and various other personnel working towards the containment and prevention of this pandemic.

We pray that the citizens overcome this pandemic of Coronavirus and have a healthy life.